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The World of Access is Expanding:

Identity is the New Perimeter 



The Challenge of a Fragmented Distributed Identity System



Federating Access: Only Half the Challenge

• Through proprietary or standards based protocols, access can be federated–

but you can’t fully leverage it without federated identity.



How most Federation IdP’s are currently deployed
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While Federation Organizes Access, Identity Integration is 

Often Required



A complete solution requires federated identity in addition 

to federated access
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RadiantOne Acts as a Standard LDAP Data Store

• PingFederate can access RadiantOne as a standard LDAP Data Store, for the most efficient 

configuration.



RadiantOne Acts as a Credentials Validator and Attribute Store

• Configure RadiantOne as an LDAP username Password credentials 

validator:

• Then select which attributes to pull from RadiantOne to satisfy the 

Attribute Contract:



Authentication



Solving Authentication (against internal sources) Challenges

How does RadiantOne help solve authentication challenges?

Step Challenge Can be solved by

Identification Identities spread across multiple sources Integrating users from multiple sources

Identities described differently in each 
source

Object and Attribute Mapping to provide a 
common schema

Credentials Checking Different encryption of passwords and 
schema elements

Providing a single form of authentication to 
applications, with the flexibility to delegate the 
credentials checking to the backend or customize 
another validation mechanism

Bringing in New User 
Population

Managing yet another user directory and 
changing policies

Mounting the new user population into the existing 
virtual directory tree—no need to add a new user 
store



Why do you need Identity Correlation? 

To disambiguate identifiers
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Building a Global Virtual Identifier and Global Virtual Registry



Key Capability of a Federated Identity Service

Building a Global List with No Duplicates through Union



Authorization



Key Capability of a Federated Identity Service

Enriching global profile with attributes through the join operation



Joining is the key to create a complete profile



Illustration: Flexibility in Defining Group Names and Members

Auto-Generated Groups



Illustration: Flexibility in Defining Groups by Attributes Based on 

Joining User Attributes



Solving Authorization Challenges

How does RadiantOne help solve authorization challenges?

Type Challenge Can be solved by

Attribute-Based Profile attributes spread across multiple 
sources

Integrating users from multiple sources, in order to 
build a global profile. Global profiles provide a wealth 
of information to categorize/group users.

Groups-Based Existing groups and potential group 
members spread across multiple data silos

Offering Flexible Group Definitions:
- Aggregate/map existing groups
- Build new group definitions with dynamic 
members

Leverage identity and 
group integration layer 
for other initiatives

Heavily customized  group integration logic 
(static groups, dynamic groups, specialized 
LDAP queries) can’t be re-used by other 
initiatives/applications

Leveraging a specialized identity and group 
integration layer that provides complete user 
profiles, aggregation/rationalization of existing 
groups and auto-generated groups across multiple 
data sources  simplifies authorization policies and 
can be re-used for other initiatives /applications



Deploying the solution in a scalable way: Integration + HDAP



• RadiantOne Federated Identity Service is made of two main parts:

– An integration layer based on virtualization for:

• Identity aggregation and correlation

• Mapping and translation logic

• Advanced distributed join

• Group rationalization

• Modeling application-specific virtual views

– A storage layer (HDAP)

• Based on big data technologies

• Used as persistent cache

• Fully LDAP v3 compatible with a modern architecture

RadiantOne Federated Identity Service: 

A System Made of Two Parts

Integration 

Layer

HDAP

Storage



Cluster, Leader, and Follower Deployment



Multi Master Replication across Clusters



Performance Comparison

Replication Across 3 Servers

Search Rate Across a 3 Node Cluster with 
Full Replication Enabled

Query composition: 80% Search, 10% Modify, 10% Add & Delete



METADIRECTORY

VIRTUAL DIRECTORY

• Always fast & reliable • Long and difficult

development cycle

• Custom scripting

• Only as reliable and fast  as 

the weakest link

• Easy, fast deployment

• Data always accurate

Best of Both Worlds

Pros Cons

A Federated Identity Service combines the best of Meta and 

Virtual Directories



RadiantOne Federated Identity & Context Service

Product Line Up

• Federation Layer
• SAML, WS*, OpenID Connect, Oauth

• Identity Virtualization and Integration Layer
• Access via LDAP, SCIM, SPML, SQL, REST, 

SOAP
• Connect to LDAP, SQL, Web 

Services, APIs, SPML, SCIM, Legacy
• Consumer specific views

• Simple Correlation 
and Disambiguation

• Identity Hub and Synchronization Layer
• Identity Hub based on RDBMS
• Sophisticated Correlation and Disambiguation
• Synchronization across legacy and cloud systems



Summary

• Identity integration challenges impede federation deployment:

– There is a lot of focus on federating user access, but to deliver the complete solution you also need to 

federate your identities— especially for large, complex identity infrastructures.

• Expand existing Web SSO and Federation deployments easily:

– Support new user populations 

– Support new application requirements

– Customizations/computations can be done at the RadiantOne layer, allowing the federation server to 

focus on token creation/translation 

– Each application can have its own “virtual view,” including specific mappings, computations, profile 

attributes, and a rationalized view of groups

• Maximize your ROI:

– Re-use the Federated Identity Service layer for other initiatives


